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Introduction
The Queensland Call Before You Dig Service incorporated
(QCBYDS) is a not-for-profit association of member
companies that own or manage underground services.
QCBYDS was established in 1997 to provide a free
one-stop referral service in the interest of greater public
safety and the reduction of damage to electrical and
communication cables, water pipes, gas lines, oil pipes,
industrial pipelines, drains and sewers.
Over the last 17 years QCBYDS has striven to achieve
its vision of being the automatic choice for access to
information about the location of significant network
infrastructure. Whilst continuing to achieve this vision
our mission statement is very focused on eliminating
damages to our member’s infrastructure and in the
process save lives and minimize the costs to the
community and businesses. Our catch phrase continues
to be Dial Before You Dig “The Essential First Step”.
The Service trades as Dial Before You Dig Queensland
and provides a single phone number 1100 or our
website www.1100.com.au that excavators can access
from anywhere in Australia. The specifics of the work
site are recorded and members with assets in the area
are notified. This one stop referral service is in general
free and is an easy way for all excavators to obtain
details about any underground pipes or cables before
starting work.
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Chairman s
Report

It is with great pleasure that I present to
you the Queensland Annual Report.

In summary, the FY14/15 year saw above expectation
performance in regards to DBYD service enquiry
numbers, membership uplift and progress on number of
strategic initiatives.
This above expectation result was delivered despite the
Queensland’s economy having its challenges in FY14/15,
with Mining and Civil industry sectors in particular
experiencing reduced works flows. This reduced activity
was felt by Queensland DBYD through reduced enquiry
numbers with Queensland and Western Australia DBYD
organisations, the two states predominately impacted
by the downturn in mining activity, also being the most
impacted by reduced enquiry growth.
Despite the downturn in these large industry sectors,
enquiries lodged in Queensland did grow by 12.4% and
our referrals to members grew by 15.4% on the previous
year’s results. This FY14/15 growth is more in line with
the average growth forecast (calculated of the 17 years of
DBYD operation) which indicates a service enquiry growth
of 14% per annum is the expected norm. The Qld DBYD
board was able to foresee the reduction in enquiry activity
and were able to make adequate provisions for this lower
level of growth (compared to the previous 3 years) in the
FY14/15 business plan.
It has been a pleasure to see Qld DBYD continue to
deliver on its strategic purpose throughout FY14/15 with
progress on projects targeting asset damage reduction
and eliminating any harm in the community due to
underground asset damage. QLD DBYD is taking the lead
engaging with asset owners, the civil industry, industry
sector representative organisations, government and other
interested parties to build a community focused approach
to asset awareness, damage elimination and zero harm.
Whilst the FY14/15 progress has been good, delivery on
the strategic purpose will continue to require significant
investment of time and resources in the FY16 year. There
will also be a requirement for further lateral thinking
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in the DBYD organisation, stepping up interest in the
greater community and leading a community focused on
no loss of life or well-being, keeping services operating,
protecting the communities they are a part of, and saving
everyone money.
The development of our five-year strategy has been
designed to educate and inform in an approachable and
easy-to-understand way. The broader community, from the
mass market to the niche market, have been targeted to
understand why the service is important to each individual.
It has been about making the service understood and easy
to use, easy to respond, and easy to become a member.
This year we registered approximately 22,000 new users
of our service which is an average of 1,840 each month in
Queensland, this again demonstrates the good work we
have been doing in spreading the safe digging message.
With the introduction of the Mobile Web (allows users to
lodge enquiries from all smartphones) we are now seeing
the web service plato as more users see the benefits in
lodging enquiries on the go rather than from their offices.
We achieved 87% via the web, IPhone/Mobile Web resulted
in 6% with the remaining 7% attributed to the phone.
The expectation is that the phone enquiries are nearing
reaching their bottom line which we believe to be 4-5%.
Key Initiatives being progressed
The Queensland Board has continued focusing on
progressing two key initiatives that were commenced last
year. The third initiative focused on lobbying government
for legislation of DBYD in Queensland has been placed on
hold for the time being as a result of the new government
finding their feet. A new initiative has also commenced
with a proposal to transition Qld DBYD to a Company
Limited by Guarantee.

i) The Incident Damage Register (IDR) has continued to
be supported by a small number of our members and
the majority of our members have been lobbied to
seek their involvement in providing incident data. Work
between our General Manager, Ergon Energy and Mipela
GeoSolutions has allowed us to expand the IDR to now
capture incidents/contacts on overhead assets. Ergon
Energy has acknowledged the major benefits it has
experienced as a result of having the ability to extract
a multitude of reports throughout their entire region on
all contacts to their assets. We are now using the Ergon
Energy testimonial to encourage all other members
to provide their incident damage data into the IDR. All
members across the nation need to understand how
important it is for our association to have access to all
data associated with contacts on member’s assets.
ii) The development of a nationally recognised locator
training and accreditation course experienced a change
in direction on our part, as a result of regulatory
changes by the government in training and education.
The Queensland Board with the support of our
members made the decision to develop an assessment
rather than a training course. DBYD entered into an
arrangement with Telstra (the only member that has
an accreditation associated with Cable Locators)
which would result in all Telstra Accredited Locators
required to sit the DBYD Locator Assessment if they
wish to continue to be a Telstra Accredited Locator.
The DBYD Locator Assessment is scheduled to be
launched on the 1st July, 2015. It is our intention that
this rigorous assessment will raise the skill levels in the
locating industry which will ultimately result in much
fewer damages to members assets. The DBYD Locator
Assessment is initially being piloted in Queensland and
will be rolled out nationally within 6-12 months. This
has been a works in progress for DBYD Queensland
nearing three years and we are very excited to see our
vision now coming to fruition.

iii) Queensland Call Before You Dig Service (QCBYDS) is
an incorporated association established under the
Associations Incorporated Act of Queensland. As it was
not envisaged that Incorporated Associations would
be used for more complex organisations or to trade or
enter in commercial operations the Incorporated Act
is silent on many issues which are regulated by the
Corporations Act.
The Board determined that transitioning to a Company
Limited by Guarantee will assist QCBYDS to meet
our objectives going forward in a more flexible and
sustainable way. All our members were provided with
the relevant information explaining the rationale behind
this proposal and the Board’s intention to put this
forward to vote by our members at the September,
2015 AGM. The business will continue to operate with a
Not for Profit guidance.
Business Development
The Board is very focused on ensuring opportunities that
are presented to us are thoroughly reviewed to ascertain
the merits and deliverables we can achieve as a not for
profit association in lowering incidents on our members
assets. An opportunity came our way to become a
sponsor of the Queensland Media Club, this company has
a forum for seven high profile public speakers to address
the State’s corporate and media communities every year.
Attendance at these events averages 300 guests and
significant local and national media coverage is achieved.
As a general rule the guest speakers come from state and
federal politics and this sponsorship provides excellent
brand exposure and the opportunity to engage with
politicians from all parties.
We have had great success with employing Terry O’Keeffe
as our North Queensland Regional Manager. Terry has
demonstrated sound abilities to market our brand and
build relationships with members, industry stakeholders
and prospective members. Recognition of the good work
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Terry has achieved in his first 12 months was the signing
of Cairns, Mackay and Hinchinbrook Shire councils. Terry is
based in Townsville and is located in the Civil Contractors
Federation (CCF) offices.
In October the Board attended the Canadian Common
Ground Alliance (CCGA) conference in Alberta, Canada.
DBYD Queensland were one of the guest speakers at
this event presenting a paper on Damage Minimisation
of Underground Utilities Assets from a Contractors
Perspective. The session paper was voted as one of the
best presentations for the event.
Meetings with a Locator Training Provider allowed us
to enter into a contract arrangement for the online
training component of our DBYD Locator Assessment
Certification. Attending these conferences and meetings
with likeminded organisations have been instrumental in
continuing to build our service to worlds best practices,
develop key relationships outside Australia and pass
on our expertise to other countries. Initiatives such as
the Incident Damage Register (IDR) and the Locator
Assessment Certification were both fostered as a result of
the learnings and meetings taken from time spent with our
counterparts off shore.

Membership Growth
This year we have been very successful in registering
three councils as members of our service, these being
Cairns, Mackay and Hinchinbrook Shire. This has been a
great result for our business and the likelihood is that we
will secure Townsville Regional Council as a member in
early 2015/16. This will leave only two large councils who
we are yet to secure as members. All up we registered nine
asset owing members and six associate members.
One of our key performance objectives in DBYD
Queensland is to grow our membership base to ultimately
include all underground asset owners operating in
Queensland. There are negotiations continuing with a
number of councils and utility owners who have indicated
their intentions to become members.
Unfortunately there was one associate member On-Site
Civil Solutions who terminated their membership for
business reasons.
The Board is pleased with the increase in our member’s
coverage; however it will continue to be a major focus
of the Board to increase our membership base. Our
membership base currently sits at one hundred and thirty
two (132) members.

DBYD Qld Board Representation
The make-up of Board representation this year has only
experienced one change and that has been Energex
appointing Neil Horrocks as their nominated Director.
Neil Weatherly has continued his position as the vice
chairman and Neil Horrocks was appointed as the treasurer.
On behalf of myself and the Board of Directors I would
like to acknowledge the dedication and commitment
Rob Row had shown as the Treasurer over the past 7 years.
Rob continued on the board and continued to provide
outstanding governance and direction as a board member.
I have continued my position as the Chairman, I would
like to thank all the Directors past and present for their
commitment and assistance in helping us achieve our
strategic initiatives and business plan goals in FY14/15.

In conclusion I believe it is worthwhile to draw your
attention to the matrix below to highlight the strength of
your DBYD organisation in Queensland:
Measure/
Activity

Qld 2013-14 Qld 2014-15 National Ave or
average
average
Total 2014-15

Industry Partnerships
Continue to Develop
Our industry partners are paramount in the support and
promotion of the service we provide to the community.
Our strong and long-term commitment with the CCF has
never been better and this year we are recognised as
their platinum sponsor in Queensland. Every CCF member
in Queensland has been approached and provided with
information associated with DBYD. We now have our
General Manager and our Regional Manager both operating
out of CCF offices, demonstrating to the civil construction
industry that CCF supports the values of DBYD and DBYD
is a strong supporter of the CCF.

Phone enquiry

8.2%

7%

8%

Email enquiry

0.4%

0%

0%

Web enquiry

89%

87%

86%

iPhone/Mobile

2.4%

6%

5%

Total enquiries

208,130

233,978

1,301,943

Total referrals

Our association with the Queensland Master Builders,
Master Plumbers, Housing Industry Australia and the
Queensland Insurance Brokers remains strong. We consider
these links and partnerships vital to our success and will
continue to foster relationships that will benefit the work
of DBYD and the safe digging message.

Our service has continued to produce solid returns in
growth and financial stability. The Queensland Board has
undertaken a full review of members’ referral fees and
have made the decision to maintain referral fees at the
2014/15 rates. This decision was based on expenses we
will incur as a result of the DBYD Locator Assessment
Certification, the fees associated with transitioning to a
company limited by guarantee and the projected economic
climate for 2015/16. Our association is well placed to
meet our obligations and strive towards our mission in
eliminating all damages to Australia’s infrastructure. Our
member’s receive the additional benefit of lower fees in
real terms by the value of CPI.

The Common Interest Group (CIG) continues to grow
stronger with representation from Energex, Ergon Energy,
Queensland Government Work Health and Safety and
DBYD. The primary focus of this group is to bring to
the table initiatives that target promoting health and
safety both in the workplace and the community. Coming
together as a unified group has allowed us to spread
our message to a far greater audience and reinforces
the importance we each place on safety. Co-branding
initiatives have been implemented pushing the safe
digging message and the look up and live message.
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marketing requirements at a state level. The MSA has
been in place now for over ten years, this agreement
has provided us with an allocation of funds that were
used to market/drive initiatives to lower incidents on
member’s assets. In our formative years these funds
were invaluable in marketing our brand as all the state
associations had very small budgets for marketing. This
year the MSA has undergone a review process and we
are currently waiting to hear how the relationship will
continue for the coming years.

We have continued to support the Marketing Services
Agreement (MSA) and consistently delivered the
expectations of our partner Telstra in achieving the

864,097

996,765

6,119,771

Non-ticket enquiry

2.9%

2.8%

2.8%

Combined enquiry/
referral fee cost

$3.18

$2.77

N/A

Percentage pop.

20.1%

20.1%

100%

I would like to take this opportunity to commend all the
Directors and the management staff for the support they
have given me over the past year which has been vital in
achieving our ongoing success.
Keven Allan
Chairman
Dial Before You Dig Queensland
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The Year
in Review
I am asking myself where has the year gone, it only seems
like 6 months have passed since I last sat down to write
last year’s annual report. The past year has in general been
a carryover from the previous year in terms of a continuing
downturn in mining, construction, retail trade and
manufacturing. Queensland over the past year has seen
very few major infrastructure projects, be it government
or commercially funded. The most significant project that
was completed was the Legacy Way, a 4.6km road tunnel
that connects the Western Freeway to the Inner City
Bypass. As this was an election year there was uncertainty
and trepidation from the Queensland business community,
as with any change of government it takes time for the
community to gain any confidence and likewise for the
incoming government to find their feet.
Now into our 17th year of operation and in light of a
challenging year I am pleased to acknowledge we recorded
a 12.4% growth on enquiries lodged in Queensland.
Referrals sent out to our members achieved a growth of
15%, both of these results demonstrate in a somewhat
volatile climate we continue to embrace the values of safe
digging practices. The service received 233,978 enquiries
which generated 996,765 referrals, our ratio of enquiries to
referrals equated to 4.26. We are continuing to see this ratio
grow as more members register their assets in our service
and other members are increasing their areas of coverage.
One of the Board’s major focus is attracting new members,
as ultimately our vision is for every owner of significant
infrastructure to register their assets in our service.
The Board recognised that to enable us to grow our
membership base and at the same time promoting the
benefits to all communities in utilising the service we would
need to give consideration towards employing another
resource. In July 2014 Terry O’Keeffe was employed with
us as the North Queensland Regional Manager, based in
Townsville. Having previously spent over ten years working
for Road Tek in North Queensland, Terry has brought to our
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service invaluable skills in project management, a wealth of
contacts throughout the region and sound communication
and marketing skills. The Board’s decision has certainly
paid dividends with Cairns, Mackay and Hinchinbrook Shire
Councils all registering as new members.
We were very successful this year in registering nine asset
owning members and six associate members. There are
good ongoing discussions with another six potential asset
owing companies who have shown interest in registering
their assets in the service. As a general rule of thumb the
one area we fail in securing full participation in registering
assets in Dial Before You Dig is with Local Government.
That being said when comparing all the local government
regions throughout Queensland, focusing on a population
basis, Dial Before You Dig Queensland has 73% of the local
government registered as members. There are three large
councils who are yet to register their assets in our service,
these councils make up 19% of that population base,
therefore if we can secure these councils as members we
will then have 92% coverage across the state.
From a slow start we are now experiencing good growth
on referrals associated with the rollout of NBN, regions
are now regularly being loaded into our Digsafe system
associated with the expansion of NBN’s footprint. The
expectation is that we will continue to see NBN’s coverage
spread across the nation for several years to come.
Our Incident Damage Register (IDR) has again been one
of our primary products that we have continually been
marketing to our members. At this point in time we only
have six members providing damage incident data nationally
and we will continue to lobby all members to provide data as
the IDR is the one tool that will allow us to demonstrate to
all our members the initiatives DBYD can take to eliminate
damages to our member’s assets. Currently we have over
46,000 incidents loaded into the IDR.
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This year a joint party from Ergon Energy, Mipela
GeoSolutions and DBYD came together to look at the
potential of expanding the IDR to include incidents
associated with contacts to overhead assets. In January
the IDR was upgraded to capture overhead contacts, this
has been an invaluable addition to the IDR and Ergon
Energy are encouraging all members to take the time to
understand the benefits it can provide to your business.
Ergon Energy’s Community Safety Manager Aaron Smith
provided the following endorsement; “The way that we
can extract our incident data and the tailored automatic
reports that get sent to us every month has been a huge
benefit. We receive all of the reporting data and break it
down within minutes, a big time saving exercise for sure.
We are certainly seeing huge benefits for our business and
a vastly improved level of reporting and incident analysis”.
In the latter part of 2014/15 a significant amount of
time and resources were put into ensuring the launch of
the Locator Assessment Certification went ahead as per
our schedule of 1st July, 2015. DBYD Queensland is very
confident this rigorous assessment process will deliver
our objectives in lowering incidents on our members
buried assets and raise the skill levels of locators
throughout the nation.
From a financial perspective we have achieved meeting
our budget with an end of year surplus of $101,282.00
and given the current economic climate this was seen as
a good result. In preparing the budget for 2015/16 the
Board made the decision to retain the referral fees at the
current rates.
In terms of our performance against the other states
on enquiries Vic/Tas grew by 21%, SA/NT 35%, NSW/
ACT 18% and WA 15% certainly a good result across the
nation, with a stand out performance from SA/NT. (refer to
the graph on page 19).
The Call Centre Operations have continued to provide
excellent customer service to all our members and users of
the service. Pelican Corp are contracted by the AADBYDS
to host and provide the One Call Centre operations via
their Digsafe software. The cost of enquiries through
our contract with the AADBYDS have experienced a cost
reduction this year which contributed to our business
meeting our budget.
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Governance Report
During the year the Board conducted four (4) regular board
meetings to deal with strategic and operational matters
and a number of meetings via teleconference. A strategic
planning day was conducted whereby the 2014-19
Strategic Plan was developed.
The annual general meeting of members was held on
10th September, 2014. Keven Allan was reelected as the
Chairman of the Queensland Board, where he has diligently
fulfilled his duties on the State and National Boards.
Neil Weatherly and Neil Horrocks were elected to the
respective positions of Vice Chairman and Treasurer.
Neil Horrocks (Energex) was appointed as the new
Director replacing Jennifer Hocking. The Service thanks
every Board member, the Chairman and other office
bearers for their commitment and service to the members
of DBYD in Queensland.
Documents developed, reviewed or supported through the
year have been:
• The Business Plan for 2015-16 was produced and
distributed to members
• The Marketing Plan 2015-16
• The Marketing Budget 2015-16
• 2014 - 2019 Strategic Plan.
Service Promotion
In our formative years developing brand recognition was
paramount and, as is the case with the majority of new
businesses, promoting the brand takes a lot of time, hard
work and decisions on achieving the best bang for buck.
As a not for profit association generally the budgets for
service promotion and advertising are relatively small and
for DBYD this was certainly the case. We certainly believe
the initiatives taken in the early years have contributed to
the strong brand recognition DBYD has in the community
today. Our members today are one of our best mediums
to promote the service, we experience this via numerous
co-branding initiatives.
The promotion of our service continues to be targeted
at contractors both civil and construction, training
establishments, rural producers, local government, state
government and the insurance industry. Farm field days,
trade shows, community open days, industry forums
and conferences, newspapers, magazines, sponsorships
and other publications continue to be the main contact
mediums into the community and specifically the
excavation industry. Information on web sites, social media
all contribute to promoting our service.

Beef Week is held in Rockhampton every three years and
attracts people involved in the cattle industry from all
parts of the world. Rockhampton is known as the beef
capital of Australia and this show on average captures
crowds in excess of 80,000. For the first time we took
the opportunity to attend this event sharing a stand with
Ergon Energy. The event was a great success and allowed
us to have a voice in the cattle and livestock industry.
Rural Queensland properties commonly have buried assets
owned by our members contained on their properties, in
many situations these assets are critical infrastructure.
This event will be locked into our diaries for 2018.
In recent past years we recognised we hadn’t engaged
with the Master Builders and Master Plumbers to the
extent required. This year we attended the Plumbers
State Conference on the Gold Coast and ran a number
of advertisements and editorials in the bi-monthly
Plumbers Magazine. With the Master Builders we ran a
number of awareness presentations in both Brisbane
and North Queensland. Electricians were also a targeted
audience we captured via Ergon Energy hosting
roadshow events throughout the state, all up we
presented to over 500 electricians on the importance of
following safe digging practices.
Our Marketing Services Agreement (MSA) with Telstra saw
us run two radio and television advertising campaigns
in May and October. The MSA funds also went towards
attending two national conferences and surveys carried
out on both our members and users of our service.
This year we attended 20 events spread across our
state, a significant increase on previous years, this was
achieved as a result on having an additional resource
(Terry) attending events in North Queensland. The majority
of all the events we attend are in general a collaboration
between Ergon Energy, Energex, Queensland Government
Work Health and Safety and Telstra. This allows us to
attend more events as costs are shared and all businesses
are promoting safety in the workplace and community.
With Terry based in North Queensland our Digging
Awareness Presentations have certainly ramped up this
year which was one of the major reasons behind securing
a resource up in the North. The past 12 months have
seen us deliver 45 awareness presentations capturing
audiences from the Gold Coast through to Port Douglas
and as far west as Mt Isa and Winton. The majority of
these presentations have been a combined effort between
Ergon Energy/Energex, Telstra and DBYD. We will continue
to drive the awareness presentations across all platforms
of businesses associated with ground breaking activities.

Industry Events
To spread our message into the broader community each
year we select a number of events in key areas that enables
us to target specific industry groups. These events provide
the opportunity to speak face to face with everyday people
who have an interest in knowing more about the service we
provide. Having a resource now located in Townsville has
allowed us to attend more events. This year DBYD operated
a promotional stand at the following events;
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•

Ag-Grow Emerald – 3 days (Jul)
Farm Fantastic Caboolture – 3 days (Jul)
Gatton Show – 2 days (Jul)
Home Show – 3 days (Aug)
Heritage Ag-Show Toowoomba – 2 days (Sep)
Beaudesert Show – 2 days (Sep)
LGAQ State Conference Mackay – 4 days (Oct)
Safe Work Week Brisbane – 1 day (Oct)
IPWEAQ State Conference Caloundra - 3 days (Oct)
Logov Caboolture - 2 days (Oct)
Qld Master Plumbers Conference Gold Coast – 3 days (Nov)
CCF State Conference Brisbane – 1 day (Mar)
Locate 15 Brisbane 2 days (Mar)
Qld Safety Show Brisbane – 2 days (Apr)
North Qld Field Days Mareeba – 2 days (May)
Beef Week Rockhampton – 6 days (May)
Qld Water Directorate Conference Gladstone – 1 day (Jun)
Farmfest Toowoomba – 3 days (Jun)
Surat Basin Energy & Mining Expo Toowoomba - 2 days (Jun)
Richmond Field Days – 2 days (Jun)

Advertising
This year we have focused our advertising primarily on
targeted campaigns, a number of these have been both
proactive and reactive. The success we had in registering
three North Queensland Councils as members saw us run
a number of dedicated advertisements in the respective
communities acknowledging that their council is now
an active member of DBYD and supports safe digging
practices. Gold Coast City Council continues to be one of
the primary targets in having them register their assets
in our service, the importance in our service capturing
all asset owners is paramount. A nine month advertising
campaign associated with Gold Coast buses provided
us with a mobile billboard that transits throughout the
Gold Coast region, council has initiated a working party to
determine its position in becoming a member.
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Our advertising continues to be targeted at the excavation
community; however it also includes farmers, architects,
designers, engineers and the general public.
Generally speaking any forms of commercial advertising in
capital cities is cost obtrusive and as such, apart from some
radio advertising we pick up from our national marketing
budget, we don’t tend to get involved. That being said an
opportunity was taken up to advertise on two large nine
metre square digital screens located in the Queen Street
Mall and King George Square over a one month period. Each
month there are approximately 2 million pedestrians who
transverse through the Queen Street Mall.
The relatively new mobile web service which was launched
in September is now being embraced by our customers due
to ongoing promotion. We are starting to see steady results
with 15,000 enquiries lodged nationally since its inception.
There has been good ongoing growth in the use of the
iPhone app as well with enquiries lodged via this method
increasing by 126% in the last 12 months. We will continue
to focus on promoting the web as the preferred method
for lodging enquiries, since it provides a faster turnaround
for information and greater accuracy about the proposed
excavation site provided by the person lodging the enquiry,
this goes hand in hand with the mobile applications.
Our print media advertising is generally associated with
industry magazines such as the Council Leader, CCF Insight
Magazine, The Master Plumbers and opportunities that
may support specific industry events that we get involved
with. Our listing in the White Pages remains in place. We
continue to receive free promotion in publications on many
occasions from our members and supporters.
We continue to try and educate our market through our
social media posts. As well as updating our followers
with Dial Before You Dig information and activities we are
providing regular posts on industry information in an effort
to educate and engage with our customers. There are
now 569 individuals following us on Facebook and 630 on
Twitter. Improved efforts in recent times have seen these
numbers grow as the perceived value of the information
we provide increases.
I would like to thank all our members and supporting
organisations who promote our business through your
respective businesses as this keeps our message in the
forefront of people’s minds.
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Sponsorship
As is the case with any sponsorship it is very much
a partnership/relationship whereby the sponsored
organisation utilises its products or recognition to promote
the sponsors brand. DBYD Qld has always kept our
sponsorship budget fairly tight and when opportunities
are presented we certainly take the time to review each on
its merits and determine the potential exposure our brand
will receive and the associated audience demographics.
A new sponsorship we entered into this year was a
co-sponsorship between DBYD Qld and DBYD NSW
sponsoring the DBYD GT3 Porsche which competes in
the Porsche GT3 Cup Challenge. This sponsorship we
certainly recognised as a partnership that well and truly
emphasises safe digging practices. The owner and driver
of the car run a successful Cable Locating business and
DBYD is entrenched in their day to day lives. The racecar
driven by Jon McCorkindale has been very successful in this
year’s events and is targeting a move to the Carrera Cup in
2016. All race events are televised on SBS Speedweek and
Foxsports dedicated motorsport channel.
Our sponsorship with the CCF has seen us now become their
Platinum Sponsor which provides us with great recognition
right throughout their business and their membership
base. This sponsorship included the following events; The
Industry Leaders and Training Awards, The Queensland
State Conference, Industry Nights, Corporate Golf Hole
Sponsorship, Civil Train Satchel Sponsor and The Earth
Awards Annual Gala function. The fact that our North
Queensland Regional Manager is housed within the CCF’s
Townsville Centre reinforces our strong relationship with CCF.
We have continued to support Landscape Queensland
via their Gala Annual Awards Dinner which attracts over
300 guests from within the landscape industry. As one
of the major sponsors of the function our brand is given
very good exposure throughout the night. All members
of Landscape Queensland are issued with a membership
identification card this card is now co-branded with
Landscape Queensland and DBYD logos.
For the second year DBYD sponsored the Enduro X TriState Motocross championship which again was co-funded
by NSW, Victoria and Queensland DBYD. In general terms
all formats of motorsport attract blue collar workers as
such a primary target to push the safe digging message.
This year’s Water Connections Tour Sponsorship was
carried out in North Queensland visiting Yarrabah
Aboriginal Shire Council, Torres Strait Island Regional
Council, Tablelands Regional Council, Mareeba Shire Council,
Hope Vale Aboriginal Shire Council, Cook Shire Council,

Wujal Wujal Aboriginal Shire Council, Douglas Shire Council
and Cairns Regional Council. The sponsorship provides us
with the opportunity to give our brand good exposure in a
number of regions that in normal day to day business we
would not normally visit. This was our fifth consecutive
year sponsoring the Water Connections Tour, over this
time we have reached all parts of Queensland be it coastal
or remote communities. The sponsorship has also raised
our profile in both State and Local Government.
Mipela GeoSolutions are one of DBYD’s suppliers for
providing automated solutions for our members DBYD
responses. Mipela has been a strong supporter for the
fight against Multiple Sclerosis (MS) and throughout the
year gets involved in events that raise money for the MS
Society. One event held this year was the MS Brissie to
the Bay cycling fundraiser and DBYD got involved with
this event as the co-naming sponsor of the Mipela cycling
team. This event attracted over 9,000 riders and raised
$1.6 million dollars for MS this year.
Our sponsorship of South East Queensland Junior Rugby
League is now into its third year sponsoring all the
representative sides in South East Queensland, both
boys and girls. The carnivals were held in Brisbane and
the Gold Coast with 15 teams sporting the DBYD logo on
their jerseys.
The Outback Trek sponsored 1100 DBYD car again
competed in the annual Outback Trek event held in
June. This year the trek kicked off in Mildura and headed
North West to South Australia’s town of Yunta and then
travelled North East to Narrabri and then onto Stanthorpe
before concluding in Byron Bay. The 1100 car handed out
hundreds of items of marketing collateral to numerous
communities throughout the trek. This event is the major
fundraiser for the Royal Flying Doctors Service, however
the 1100 car is certainly kept busy throughout the year
attending numerous shows and fundraising events
throughout Queensland.
DBYD recognises the tremendous service the Royal Flying
Doctors provides for outback Queensland and we certainly
value the sponsorship we provide to this service via our
commitment to the 1100 Outback Trek Car.
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The Year in Review
Digsafe Matters
The DBYD website is very much due for an overhaul
including new styling and presentation, functionality,
content and Member interactivity. Work has commenced on
this project which is due for completion in early 2015/16.
A number of content updates have occurred, a new online
service guide has been added to the home page, the online
awareness presentation has been updated to include new
content and state based safe excavation information has
been included.
National member and user surveys were conducted in
December again to allow us to determine how our service
is perceived across the broader market. From a members
perspective the feedback was very positive on our service
in general. The areas that were identified as needing
improvement were: lowering fees to members, promoting
the new mobile service, as well as the safe excavation
page. More member involvement with damage reporting
and better promotion of our best practices. Overall 50% of
members felt we had improved our services to members in
the last 12 months.
From a user’s perspective again the responses were in
general very positive: users noted the improved member
time responses on plan information. This is in general
associated with more of our members adopting automated
response systems. Users noted the potential for new
services such as a priority response service, a plan collation
service and extending the service to cater for overhead
asset information would be beneficial. The only real
concern were members providing improved plan accuracy.
Overall the level of satisfaction from users of our service
rose to 94.8%, a very good result.
Merchandise
As we predicted with a full time resource (Terry) located
in North Queensland the demand for marketing collateral
would increase fairly significantly, and this has been the
case. Many of our members regularly request merchandise
to promote the safe digging message and show their
support of DBYD. CCF continues to hand out a lot of
merchandise via their Civil Train arm to all students
undertaking Civil Construction training. Numerous other
registered training organisations are in regular contact.
Over the past 12 months we have supplied collateral to
110 separate requests across the state, this excludes the
likes of Ergon Energy, Energex, Telstra and the CCF who
continually handout our material.
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The events we attend each year across the state have
continued to increase and in many situations the likes of

Ergon Energy, Energex and Queensland Government’s
Electrical Safety Office are promoting the DBYD service
through their interactions within the community. Where
possible through our involvement with the Common
Interest Group we seek out opportunities to co-brand as
this demonstrates the importance each of the entities
place in promoting safety in the workplace. One of these
initiatives has brought together the DBYD and Look Up &
Live message.
Once again I would like to acknowledge the tremendous
support we receive from all our members in promoting
the DBYD service, however a big thank you goes out
to Ergon Energy, in particular their Community Health
and Safety Group who have taken the DBYD message
throughout Queensland via their electrical safety
awareness presentations.
New Initiatives
The most significant initiative undertaken this year is the
preparation to move our business to a Company Limited by
Guarantee (CLBG), this will be put to our members to vote
on at the September 2015 AGM. The rationale around the
proposal to make this change is that it was not envisaged
that Incorporated Associations would be used for more
complex organisations or to trade or enter into ongoing
commercial operations, the Act and the Model Rules for
Incorporated Associations are silent on many issues which
are regulated by the Corporations Act. The development of
the DBYD Locator Assessment Certification is an example
of the requirement to move to a CLBG as the proposal is to
roll this out nationally in 2015/16.
Although not a new initiative the development of the
Locator Training Course did experience a complete change
of tact. After spending approximately 2 years developing
and compiling all the information required to have our
course form part of the National Competency Standards
we were advised by Skills DMC (national industry skills
council for the Resources and Infrastructure sectors) that
there was no guarantees that our submission would be
successful given the current economic and political climate.
The likelihood was that potentially we would have at least
another two year’s work ahead of us, again with no real
guarantees of success.
In consultation with a number of our members and the
Board of Directors the decision was made to develop a
DBYD Assessment Certification rather than a training
course. Over the past 20 years Telstra has accredited
locators to access their network to carryout locations

on their buried infrastructure. A mutual agreement
between Telstra and DBYD was established whereby all
Telstra’s current accredited locators would be given the
first opportunity to become a DBYD Certified Locator. To
become a DBYD Certified Locator each individual locator
would be required to undertake the DBYD assessment
and successfully pass. Telstra will require each of its
existing accredited locators and any new candidates to
successfully complete the DBYD Assessment if they wish
to remain or become a Telstra Accredited Locator.
The assessment that DBYD has developed is both theory
and practical with an online training component. The
understanding is that upon successfully passing the
assessment the locator will have their details listed on
the DBYD website as a DBYD Certified Locator. Should a
candidate fail the assessment the candidate will be given
the opportunity to look at further training via an RTO,
online training or a combination of both.

and major businesses and the opportunity to have access to
the political ministerial speaker.
In recognition of attending the Common Ground Alliance
Conferences held in the US DBYD Queensland was invited
to attend the inaugural Canadian Common Ground Alliance
(CCGA) Conference in Alberta in the month of October.
DBYD Queensland presented a paper at the conference
which was titled Damage Minimisation of Underground
Utilities Assets from a Contractor’s Perspective. The
other major factor associated with attending the CCGA
Conference was to fully investigate the online training
course for locators that has been developed by Locate
Management, a company that has built a reputation of
being industry experts in locating and ground disturbance
(excavation) training in Canada and the US. These
meetings proved to be invaluable as the Board recognized
the Locate Management online training would complement
our locator assessment certification.

DBYD will be seeking the support and endorsement from
all our members as we work towards raising the profile
and skill levels of the locating industry and thereby
encouraging all our members to consider accrediting
locators for your respective networks. The DBYD
Assessment Certification is scheduled to be launched on
the 1st July, 2015 in Queensland as a pilot project. The
intention is that this will be rolled out nationally within
6-12 months.
Another strategic initiative that the Board has been
working on over the past few years is the pathway
towards legislation both in terms of the requirement for
all asset owners of buried infrastructure to register their
assets in DBYD and secondly any work associated with
ground breaking activities requires an enquiry must be
lodged with DBYD. Engaging with government is one of
the key elements if we are to be successful in establishing
legislation of DBYD. An opportunity to be a sponsor of
the Queensland Media Club was offered, this organisation
is the official political, business and media forum of the
Queensland Parliament Media Gallery and the Media
Entertainment and Arts Alliance.
The Club hosts a series of luncheons each year providing a
forum for key business leaders and decision makers, political
representatives and media. Each luncheon is attended by an
average of 300 guests with some guest speakers attracting
audiences of up to 900 attendees. The Board fully endorsed
becoming a sponsor, this sponsorship gives very good
exposure of the DBYD brand across all levels of government
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Membership
Growth
During the year nine new members registered their assets and
joined the service, six associate members also joined the Service.
New members admitted at the time of this report are:
Asset Owning Members
• Caltex Cairns
• Caltex Mackay
• Caltex Gladstone
• New Acland Coal
• Hinchinbrook Shire
• Cairns Regional Council
• Mackay Regional Council
• Superloop
• Viva Energy Australia
Associate Members
• Eco Civil
• JPMI Civil
• Samark North Qld
• Hydro Vac Excavations
• Fulton Hogan
• Utility Location Services
Foundation Members
• Brisbane City
• Energex
• Logan City
• Origin Energy
• Qld Civil Contractors Federation
• Qld Master Builders
• Telstra Corporation Ltd
• Yes Optus
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Ordinary Members
• AAPT
• AARNET
• Access Wireless & Cable Pty Ltd
• AGL
• Allegro Networks
• APA Allgas
• APA Group
• APA Group Transmission
• Arrow Energy
• Big Air Group
• Boyne Smelters
• BMA Pipelines
• BP Pipelines
• BP Bulwer Refinery
• BP Whinstanes
• BP Remediation
• Brisbane Airport Corporation
• Brisbane City Council
• Brisconnections (Airport Link)
• Bundaberg Regional Council
• Burdekin Shire Council
• Cairns Regional Council
• Caltex Refinery
• Caltex Gladstone
• Caltex Mackay
• Cassowary Coast Regional Council
• Central Highlands Regional Council
• CSR Ethanol
• Department of Defence
• Department of Education &
Training
• EIM

•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•

Elgas
Energex
Ergon Energy
Essential Energy
Fraser Coast Regional Council
Gladstone Area Water Board
Gladstone Regional Council
Glamorgan Vale Water Board
Gold Coast City Council (Optic Fibre)
Gold Coast City Council (Light Rail)
Hinchinbrook Shire
Incitec Ltd
Ipswich City Council
Jemena
Livingstone Shire Council
Lockyer Valley Regional Council
Logan City Council
Mackay Regional Council
Millmerran Power
Minerals & Metals Group
Moreton Bay Regional Council
Moura Mine
National Broadband Network
Company
Network Technology Australia Pty
Ltd
Nextgen
Noosa Shire Council
North Burnett Regional Council
(formerly Perry Shire)
North Queensland Airports
North Queensland Gas Pipelines
North Queensland Newspapers
North Queensland Resource
Recovery
Opticomm
Orica Australia
Origin CSG Ltd

•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•

Origin Energy LPG Cairns
Origin Energy LPG Mackay
Origin Energy LPG Townsville
Pipe Networks
Powerlink
Primus Telecom
Queensland Gas Company
Queensland Urban Utilities
Reef Networks
Rio Tinto
Rockhampton Regional Council
Santos Ltd
SEQ Water
Southern Downs Regional Council
Sunshine Coast Regional Council
Sunwater
Superloop
The Shell Company of Australia
The Shell Company of Australia
(Townsville)
The Shell Company of Australia
(Cairns)
The Southport School
Telstra Corporation
Toowoomba Regional Council
Torus Networks

•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•

United Pipeline Pty Ltd
Unity Water
Veolia Water
Viva Energy Australia
Viva Energy Townsville
Vocus Telecommunications
Western Downs Regional Council
Westside Corporation
Wide Bay Water
Yes Optus

Associate Members	
• All Cable Locations
• Accurate Service Locators
• Aussie Hydrovac Services
• Australian Concrete X-Ray
• CCTS Telecommunications
• Clean It Industrial Services
• Concrete Scanning Services
• Dynamic Excavations
• Eco Civil Solutions
• Farmer Enterprises
• Fulton Hogan
• Geo Radar Australia
• Hydro Excavac Mackay
• Hydro Vac Excavations

•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•

JPMI Civil
Lambert Locations
NQ Cable Locators
Nulca
1300 Locate
On-Site Civil
Orbital Underground
Point 2 Point Communications
Provac Australia Pty Ltd
Qld Civil Contractors
Federation
Qld Directional Boring
Qld Master Builders
Safe Dig
Samark North Queensland
Scan Man Pty Ltd
Trakida Pty Ltd
Underground Utility Locating
Utility Location Services
Vacuum Excavation (Aust) Pty
Ltd
Vac-U-Digga
Vermeer Sales & Services
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The Service
Indicator Charts
for Queensland
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INDEPENDENT AUDITORS
TO THE MEMBERS OF QUEENSLAND CALL BEFORE YOU DIG SERVICE INC
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REPORT
TO THE MEMBERS OF QUEENSLAND CALL BEFORE YOU DIG SERVICE INC
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PROFIT AND LOSS STATEMENT
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BALANCE SHEET

QUEENSLAND CALL BEFORE YOU DIG SERVICE INC
FOR THE YEAR ENDED 30 JUNE 2014

QUEENSLAND CALL BEFORE YOU DIG SERVICE INC
AS AT 30 JUNE 2014

The accompanying notes form part of these financial statements.

The accompanying notes form part of these financial statements.
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NOTES TO THE FINANCIAL STATEMENTS
QUEENSLAND CALL BEFORE YOU DIG SERVICE INC
FOR THE YEAR ENDED 30 JUNE 2014
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QUEENSLAND CALL BEFORE YOU DIG SERVICE INC
AS AT 30 JUNE 2014
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DECLARATION BY
THE BOARD OF
MANAGEMENT
QUEENSLAND CALL BEFORE YOU DIG SERVICE INC
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